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building tradition of his former teacher at the Bauhaus,
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe. Inspired by Mies, Gitai Weinraub
followed the Bauhaus ideal of designing things according
to the way they were to be produced. “Gitai Weinraub’s
work is meticulously detailed, well-proportioned and
sensibly planned. His architecture contains dignity and
coherence, a synthesis of technological refinement and
artistic sensibility.” (Richard Ingersoll)
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Munio Gitai Weinraub (1909-1970)
and the Cultivation of Details
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Richard Ingersoll

Munio Gitai Weinraub was an architect of exceptional merit
whose work has unfortunately been almost completely obscured
and undervalued. Of the few Israeli architects who attended the
Bauhaus, he alone put into practice the Bauhaus ideal of designing
things according to the way they were to be produced. His work
was deceptively simple, meticulously detailed, well-proportioned,
sensibly planned, and respectful of the environment. He sought
to bring the Jewish settlements in Palestine a transcendent
modern architecture that would resist ideological frames and
operate neutrally to serve basic human needs through elegance,
progressive technology, and infrastructural foresight. Although
the correspondence was never specifically acknowledged, Gitai
Weinraub’s careful cultivation of details and his concern for the
working parts of a building fit into the ideal of “redemption through
labor” shared by the first generation of Jewish settlers in the quest
for Eretz Israel, the Hebrew term for Palestine.
Gitai Weinraub’s strengths as a designer perhaps help to explain
his relative lack of notoriety in recent times. Never flashy, pompous,
or individualistic, his works have remained virtually invisible to a
culture in search of eccentric authors. As a result, some of his finest
buildings have been mercilessly defaced, remodeled or demolished
without the slightest consideration that they were indeed the
products of a very talented author.
To reassess the architecture of Gitai Weinraub is to pose
a retroactive challenge to the current system of evaluating
architecture, which is generally concerned with novelty and images.
Here is an outstanding body of work that may not seem interesting
or exceptional at first glance because of it disciplined minimalism. But
the architecture contains a dignity and coherence that is predicated
on the virtuous synthesis of technological refinement and artistic
5

sensibility; it never appears visually extreme yet is exceptional in
the quality of its conception and production, and as such deserves a
closer look.
Gitai Weinraub was a Functionalist in the best sense of the
term. Architecture was for him a useful art and a service. Behind
all of his projects was a social concern not only for the lives of
a building’s future occupants, but for the collective environment
as well. Extremely conscientious about the issue of production,
Gitai Weinraub focused great energy on the tectonic aspects of
design, resolving with ingenuity specific questions of how elements
were to be joined and materials were to be finished, so that the
building process could be executed properly. There was very little
precedent for such a degree of attention to details in pre-statehood
Palestine, especially for buildings made with modern materials, and
while his carefulness often met with resistance form contractors,
when adhered to, it yielded a high-quality product.
Gitai Weinraub’s buildings are composed of simple, wellproportioned volumes that are harmonious with their environments
but rarely ostentatious in visual or spatial terms. His was a polite
architecture that fit in rather than stuck out. This deferential
attitude was consistent with the theories of the Neue Sachlichkeit
(New Objectivity), a strain of unsentimental Functionalism that was
prominent during the years of the architect’s training in Germany.
Although he was not overly concerned with architectural theory,
his buildings display a coherent typological rigor, which indicates a
theoretical search for a humane Functionalism. The creative act in
Gitai Weinraub’s practice was based more on solving the problems
of building and dwelling than on pursuing stylistic originality.
Considering the glaring incongruences that characterize the
current urban environment in Israel as well as in any Westernized
nation, Gitai Weinraub’s sense of deference serves as a profound
lesson. The sort of functionalism he practiced was predicated on
the rejection of individualism and image-consciousness in order to
establish respect for how things are made, how things fit together,
and how space is used. From his initial works designed upon his
arrival in Palestine, such as the tiny cubicle houses in the workers’
suburbs in Haifa, to the grander Weinraub-Mansfeld projects of the
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1950s, including the Mazer Institute at the Hebrew University, the
Yad Vashem archive and library in Jerusalem, and the Hydraulics
Institute at Haifa’s Technion, Gitai Weinraub’s buildings embody
a sense of an harmonious integration of materials, structure, and
spatial organization; together conveying a quality of security and
wholeness.
Gitai Weinraub was one of a relatively large cohort of Europeantrained architects working in Palestine during the period of the
British Mandate (1919-48). This generation produced a remarkable
collection of Modernist buildings and, after the foundation of
the state of Israel in 1948, continued to dominate the nation’s
architectural production through institutions devoted to housing,
city planning and architectural education. As a consequence, Israel
has the fairly unique distinction of possessing an architectural
patrimony of which the majority of buildings are in the International
Style, locally referred to as “Bauhaus Style.” Only seven Israeli
architects attended the Bauhaus, but, in retrospect, the cultural
mystique attached to the school has been projected, erroneously,
onto all the Modernist work of the pre-statehood period.
Gitai Weinbraub, in his love of the craft of building, was one
of the few practicing architects in Palestine who truly worked
according to the Bauhaus method. Although unable to finish his
degree, he frequented more semesters at the Bauhaus than the
other prominent Israeli architects who also attended the school, and
he had the further distinction of working directly under Ludwig Mies
van der Rohe in his Berlin office. Gitai Weinbraub’s work can be
considered consonant with that of his generation, yet closer scrutiny
of his buildings reveals that his extra attention to details created an
appreciable difference. His architectural output was prodigious: the
more than three hundred buildings and planning projects that he
completed during his thirty-six year practice constitute a significant
part of the Modernist legacy in Israel.
Aside from building, Gitai Weinbraub was also an accomplished
furniture designer, creating elegant designs for the tables and chairs
of his major commissions. Underlying all of his work – from the
smallest furnishing detail to larger scaled city plans – was a firm
commitment to the process of making and dwelling.
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Barabara Miller Lane,
Architecture and Politics
in Germany, 1918-1945
(Cambridge, Mass., 1968).
Paul Schultze-Naumberg,
who was one of the leading
tastemakers of the National
Socialists, popularized
racial theories in the
discussion of architectural
styles, claiming that the
pitched roof was more in
sympathy with Germanic
physiognomy, and that
flat-roofed, Functionalist
architecture was “the
work of nomads of the
metropolis.” While the
reactionary position was
clearly grounded in antiSemitism, it would be more
difficult to claim that Jewish
architects and their clients
in Palestine were adamantly
Modernist for the sake of
maintaining this opposition.
Michael Levin, White
City: International Style
Architecture in Israel
(Tel Aviv, 1984). The
phenomenon has been
admirably defined by
Levin as the “White City”
in his groundbreaking
critical survey of 1984; he
borrowed the expression
from the poet Nathan
Alterman’s description
of Tel Aviv.
Karin Frisch, The
Weissenhof Siedlung (New
York, 1989). That the
Weissenhof settlement
was later caricatured in
an anti-Semitic way as an
“Arabendarl” and “suburb
of Jerusalem” (Paul Bonatz)
by the supporters of Nazi
architectural ideologue
Schultz-Naumberg adds
an interesting digression
to the assessment of
the International Style in
Israel because one of its
attractions to Jews was

During the period of Gitai Weinbraub’s education in Germany,
Modernist styles in European architecture were reserved for
a minority of artistic and political avant-gardes and had come
directly under attack by right-wing ideologues.1 This was not the
case in Mandate-era Palestine. Before World War II, Tel Aviv and
Haifa were probably the only two cities in the world where the
International Style prevailed with such totality. Modernism had
become the unwitting vernacular of Jewish settlements.2
Unlike the sterile and scaleless International Style environments
produced around the world from the 1950s onward, this earlier
adventure in Functionalism yielded a much gentler, more humanscaled environment as a result of the limited size of projects and
the minimal availability of resources. The stylistic unity of the
architecture found in these Middle Eastern cities has frequently
been compared to that of the Weissenhofsiedlung in Stuttgart of
1927, one international housing exhibition directed by Mies van der
Rohe in which sixteen international architects, including Walter
Gropius and Le Corbusier, produced what would become canonical
examples of Modernist housing.3
There are several factors that might explain the preponderance
of Modernist styles in Palestine, including expediency of construction
and response to climate in terms of style and iconography, the choice
of the undecorated, monochromatic box was a means of maintaining
cultural neutrality. Such architecture neither made reference to
historical European precedents nor copied the indigenous buildings
of Palestine.4 One of the goals of Jewish Modernists was to be true
to both the geographical situation and the conditions of modernity.
As expressed in 1937 by Sam Barkai, one of Gitai Weinbraub’s
contemporaries, there was a desire “to erect an oriental house such
that strongest a man of Western culture could live in it.”5
Undoubtedly, the strongest factor favoring the diffusion of
Modernism and Functionalism in Palestine was that almost all of
the country’s practitioners, like Gitai Weinraub, were young and
heavily influenced by progressive educations and progressive social
movements. A recent study statistically charts the exogenous
transmission of architectural Modernism to Palestine: 86 percent of
the architects in 1929 and 92.8 percent in 1939 were born outside
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that it was different from
Arab architecture, making
no cultural refernces. See
also Richard Pommer’s
“The Flat Roof: A
Modernist Controversy in
Germany.” Art Journal 43
(Summer 1983): 165.
Yohanan Ratner,
“Architecture in Palestine,”
Palestine and the Middle East
Economic Magazine 7, no.8
(1933), and “L’Evolution
des architectures
nationales,” L’Architecture
d’Aujourd’hai (November
1935), both reprinted in
Yohanan Ratner: The Man,
the Architect, and His Work,
Silvana Sosnovsky, ed.
(Haifa 1992). As Ratner
explained in the early
1930s, Jews did not have
a historic national style,
and the social and political
concerns of Jewish settelrs
were not conducive to
individualistic expression.
“It is not easy,” he wrote,
in reference to the general
rejection of preconceived
styles by Jewish architects,
“to name the architect
when one sees a house
under construction.”
Daniel Bertrand Monk,
“Flat Roofs and Flat
Heads: Repercussions
of a Modernist German
Controversy in MandateEra Palestine and in
Present-Day ‘No-Man’s
Land,’” (in press), cf. Sam
Barkai, Habinyan (1937),
23. Monk points out
the constant references
by Jewish architects to
the illustrations in The
Palestinian Arab House: Its
Architecture and Folklore
by Palestinian architect
Canaan Tawfik (Jerusalem
1933).
Gilbert Herbert and
Ita Heinze-Greenberg,
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of Palestine, and 70 percent of all architects of this later date were
under forty years of age. Although the majority of the architectural
émigrés came from Eastern Europe, most of them were trained
either in Germany or in technical schools based on German models,
including the Technion Institute in Haifa.6
This common pedagogical background, along with the
productivist and Socialist ideological agenda of Jewish settlers,
created a uniquely consensual cultural opportunity: it was almost
as if the Jewish attempt to create a homeland was the utopia for
Modern architecture – something that Modernist protagonists such
as Gropius and Le Corbusier had been trying to establish elsewhere
without success.
The functional and sociological basis of Meyer’s design
approach, Mies’ mandate to design within limits, and the practical
and urban concerns of Hannes Meyer’s produced a collection
of works that conforms most to the Functionalist proclivities of
the Neue Sachlichkeit and escapes facile stylistic categorization.
The most distinctive characteristic of this work was its superb
attention to tectonics, a trait that is not always perceptible in the
outward appearance of the buildings but can be appreciated in the
meticulously crafted detail drawings. A high standard for details
was one of Gitai Weinraub’s obsessions, a trait he shared with his
mentor Mies van der Rohe.7
In the more than forty years since Gitai Weinraub’s death,
most of his works have been insensitively remodeled, altered or
destroyed: the Beit Hapoalim has been decorated with incongruous
lavender strips; the raw concrete of the Brutalist Histadrut Tax
Office has been painted; the Beit Ha’am is being turned into a
shopping center. Even during his lifetime, the architect had numerous
problems preserving the design integrity of his work.
In the final analysis, Gitai Weinraub was a better architect than
the situation in Israel allowed him to be. Building for him was always
a technical and social fact, but rarely did he have the contractors
or client groups needed to carry through his agenda, nor would his
works receive adequate maintenance after their completion. Though
he usually strove to achieve an architecture with the grace of the
Gill Am tower, he was often caught in conflict over construction
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“Anatomy of a Profession:
Architecture in Palestine
During the British
Mandate,” (in press). Of
the 595 architects working
in Palestine from 1918
to 1948, data on 470 is
available; 96 percent of
them were Jewish.
While in is now disputed
whether Mies actually
uttered the legendary
dictum “God is in the
details,” it has nonetheless
come to represent his
particular position in the
Modernist discourse on
architecture.

and program that made it impossible for his designs to be properly
realized.
Gitai Weinraub was aware of the difficult situation of Israel as
a postcolonial country seeking to free itself from the stigmas of
colonialism. As a socialist, Gitai Weinraub hoped that collectivism
would elevate all sectors of the population beyond the disadvantages
of class and ethnic status. Shortly before his death, he proposed
in an address to the UIA in Zurich (June 1970) the foundation
of an international school for building in developing countries,
as one of the first steps toward ending racism: “It seems to me
that we should support the demand of contemporary sociologists
for increased social plurality, to include the fields of architecture
and town planning, so as to reach the kind of cultural democracy
where some measure of unity prevails within conditions of cultural
differentiation; this development also would contribute to the
overall enrichment of culture.”
Gitai Weinraub devoted his career to serving collectivist
institutions, hoping to supply neutral but functional architecture
that could improve a way of life without enforcing or eliminating
differences. This modest practice, which stresses a commitment
to how things are made rather than what they look like, poses a
challenge to the current practice of architecture which, by contrast,
is strongly oriented to image-making. The Bauhaus ethic to “make
things new” was also a social mandate to “make things fair,” and
as long as people believed in egalitarian ideologies, architecture
could have the magical capacity to change the world for the better.
Now that the age of ideology has ostensibly subsided, the role of
architecture is becoming increasingly superficial, and the central
issue is not how things work, but rather how they perform as
symbolic capital, as items of cultural exchange. The heightened
visual criterion for architecture has lowered the general capacity
to appreciate it from a tectonic point of view. Gitai Weinraub’s
impressive collection of works offers some hopeful resistance to
this contemporary trend in their attempt to create a culture where
details have the strength and dignity to prevail over images.
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Amos Gitai
Lullaby to My Father

Munio my father
Like people of his generation
Applied in his architecture
A dimension of modesty, of restraint
Of submission to the collective project
And this is also part of the tradition of the Bauhaus
Not only the orthogonal buildings.
Let’s say that I would develop a project for a film
That draws on his biography
And also on the geography
And the architectural geometry.
I would try to interweave the movements,
The historical and political ones,
Which created and shaped
The minimalist language, the factual one;
These are the consequences of the rationalization of design
And the technological revolution
That Berlin, like every big city, went through
In the previous century –
The period we are dealing with –
Berlin, a kind of a Prussian agglomerate of townlets
Which needed the unifying style
Of an industrial rationale;
As well as the beginning of the thought of
Habitation for the masses
In the context of mass culture
Like that of Benjamin, Adorno, Marcuse
In another city, Frankfurt, but in the same period,
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The creation of a theory
And its architectural iconography.
In architectural language it is called Hilberseimer and
Hannes Meyer.
The latter, together with Walter Gropius
Sent Munio, who was eighteen years old
Who had just arrived from the Silesian-Polish-German town
Of Bielsko-Biała or Bilitz –
As in our places it depends on who counts the territory
The Polish, the Germans or the Austro-Hungarians –
And then Hannes Meyer received the young Munio
And recommended that before being admitted to the Bauhaus
In Dessau he should learn carpentry in the neoclassical style
At the Tischlerschule
Meaning the opposed design ideology
But in recognition that these “reactionary conservatives”
Know how to use the wood.

By dismissing and expelling some of the students
The radicals, or the Jews, or the Jewish radicals
And how did it happen that he did not succeed
I mean Mies van der Rohe
And that the Nazis did not accept his proposition to design
their Party’s
Central Office in Munich.
So Mies was saved for History’s sake
By the Nazis’ bad, Kitsch, and monumental taste.

And after a year of professionalizing himself in
Neoclassical ornaments
Munio was admitted to the Bauhaus
And there, according to the best of dialectics, they implemented
His technological knowhow of the wood
While challenging the design.

But that was earlier, in eighteen ninety seven.
There, in Basel, Herzl spoke
About the creation of a Judenstaat, a Jewish state,
Modern and secular
And fantasized about Haifa as a big port city
Without rabbis and military officers
But with industry.
A modern city
Like the one that Munio would try to design
Forty years later
After he had escaped from Europe on the deck of a boat
Roughly at the period when the Swiss started to return
the German Jews to Germany.

The film will ask therefore questions of macro:
How did the young Munio move
From Bilitz through Dessau to the atelier of the last legendary
Director of the Bauhaus
Mies van der Rohe
And how did he work on the last exhibit before Hitler in
Nineteen thirty one.
And how Jews and socialists were chased away from the Bauhaus
At a period
In which Mies van der Rohe
Thought that he could appease the Nazis
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As for Munio
He was arrested and beaten and his teeth were broken
And was released by the father of his non-Jewish lover,
Smuggled by his friends across the border,
To Switzerland
To Basel
Where Herzl had held his First Zionist Congress.

He thought this was the right time to go East
And try something different.
Building industry in the Haifa bay
That of Herzl
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And also designing kibbutzim
And children’s rooms for collective education
For those who wanted to create a new human being
Almost social realism
And also to design mass public housing for those
Who would soon escape Europe as well as North Africa.
Munio is standing with a hat
With a simple suit and tie in a color that fits the color
Of the suit
In the heat of Eretz-Israel
Like an immigrant.
It is obvious that he comes from somewhere else, and
He gives a lecture
To whom?
To construction workers, telling them of the principles
Of modernism and about the brick as a basic module.
Then he travels in the Jezreel Valley, and the Jordan Valley
To design collective dining rooms for Hashomer Hatzair
Kibbutzim.
The kibbutzniks who in many domains were innovative
And courageous
Were very conservative in their architectural taste.
They don’t like the orthogonal architecture
With the flat roofs
Somehow it reminds them of Arab villages
And this is obviously something much more inferior.
They prefer the pastoral image
Of little townlets and shtetls with tiled red roofs.
How will the audacious architect act in such a revolutionary
Conservative context? An enigma.
But Munio and his friends succeeded partially
And that’s why the architectural iconography of this period
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Is modern.
They engraved and shaped in the collective memory
The matter-of-fact simplicity of a design, without ornaments
Unlike the one which is current now in our places
Shared by men, women and children alike
That a Jewish building needs a kippa on its head
Who says a kippa or a dome is a Jewish motive?
But today, and certainly in Jerusalem,
There are more and more domes and kippas in more
Than in one sense.
In forty eight the State of Israel was created
A big event that shapes new frontiers
And also of our consciousness.
As well, there are many Palestinian refugees
But this is another matter which continues
And should continue to occupy us today.
The new state creates a Ministry of Housing headed
By Golda Meir
Who nominates Munio as the head of the
Architectural Department of the new state
Although she reprimands him for not being
A Party member.
That was the practice
And in many places this is still the practice today.
But Munio and his generation succeeded to outline
The urban and architectural criteria of the new state.
This is also the time to design Yad Vashem
And the Hebrew University in Givat Ram in Jerusalem
And design the passenger ships
That Israel gets as a partial compensation from Germany
And the government quarters in Jerusalem,
In the same year that I was born.
Not all the plans would be realized
And most of the buildings of this period
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Would not be conserved
This activity would continue until nineteen sixty seven
A year that lasted in our consciousness only six days
Because this is the name of the war that was placed in June
At the center of the year.

It is the place for celebrations, the holiday feasts, the theater
performances and the cinema screenings
It is also the place to put the mailboxes of each member
So by its multifunctional character par excellence
This building presents a challenge to the architect.

So let’s rewind and go seven years earlier
In this year Munio has created anew his office
And in the good old tradition he decides once more
To design a dining room for a kibbutz
Kfar Masaryk.
The same kibbutz where ten years later
Meaning 1970
On the 24th of the month of September
He will die and be buried
In Kfar Masaryk.

Munio chooses a modern architectural language, not a
sentimental one
The space will be divided by three patios
And its main hall will face the kibbutz landscape.
In some way by its simplicity, minimalism and de rigueur
This will be one of the highlights of his work.

The cemetery is placed in the fields
Open to the horizon
Somehow again a repeat of an almost social realist image
Of the Herzl dream of a Jew cultivating his land
And dying there.
So, Munio, in 1960, goes to Kfar Masaryk,
Somehow tired and sick of the years past
And he takes upon himself the challenge
To give form and shape to this original invention of the kibbutz
The dining room.
Original, since the kibbutz wanted to replace religion by another
form of community
So the dining room, not the synagogue, is there to install
a daily routine,
After all people have to eat several times a day,
It is the meeting place for the committees of the kibbutz
who will run all the affairs of the collective
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The construction of the building will start in 1963 for almost
four years.
The building will be completed by 1967,
A year that we think lasted only six days
Because this is the name of the war that erupted in June
in the center of that year.
Now Munio is left with only three years to live.
He was diagnosed with a rare blood cancer, a form of leukemia.
Now, he decides to Hebraize his name to Gitai
From the noun gat, press
And the conjugation of banai, builder
Meaning the worker who will take grapes to the wine press
And make them into wine
Or the worker who will take olives to the olive press
To produce pure olive oil.
It is of course a process in which there is squeezing
Of the olive or the grape
So they will become pure,
Unique and distilled liquid.
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But in this year the face of Israeli architecture changes as well
Following the new empire that was just conquered
The Israeli architects adopt
A style that the British call,
And this is really the technical term,
Brutal architecture
And then citadels are erected in the West Bank
Brutal architecture of bare armed concrete
The bon-ton of this period is also that of contempt for the
Fragile minimalist architecture
Of the previous generation.
The Angel of Death releases Munio from his sufferings
And also from the need to collaborate, yes to collaborate
With a new aggressive architecture.
Signed: his young son, Amos
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